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will be a special SOAR which will honor 17
soldiers of MACV-SOG FOB 4 who were
killed on August 23, 1968 with a RememLonny Holmes
Sentinel Editor

brance Breakfast on Wednesday October
17. Surviving SOG members of FOB 4 and
the Gold Star Family members have been

invited and this will be a 50th year Memorial Celebration of those
Green Berets who gave all for their country.
In this issue is a special story, “Names and Ashes Ceremony” a
Memorial held at the Vietnam Wall in Washington, D.C. honoring
those Green Berets Killed at FOB 4, by Bonnie Cooper. Dan
Thompson organized the event and Bonnie worked with Dan in
contacting Gold Star Family members to attend the Washington
Memorial. Thus the Remembrance Breakfast will bring closure to
the 50th Anniversary of those who were killed at FOB 4 on August
23, 1968, at SOA’s XLII meeting.
Chapter 78 member John Joyce, a former member of the
Ranger Regiment and 1st SF Group has donated time and effort
in providing our chapter with awards, challenge coin designs
and logos since the beginning of the Green Beret Shooters
Cup over nine years ago. He remains devoted to the chapter
and now has started a business that will provide members
of the Special Operations
Community with those talents by designing military memorabilia such as
plaques, challenge coins
and a new item; automobile badges. Remember

888-923-VETS (8387) • VeteransAffordableHousing.org
MISSION STATEMENT: The Sentinel will provide interesting and meaningful
information relative to the Special Forces experience — today, yesterday and
tomorrow. Articles will be published that were written by knowledgeable authors
who will provide objective and accurate accounts of real world experiences.
The Sentinel is published monthly by Special Forces Association Chapter
78, Southern California. The views, opinions and articles printed in this issue
do not necessarily reflect the views of the United States Army or the United
States Special Operations Command, the Special Forces Association, or
Special Forces Association Chapter 78. Please address any comments to
the editor, “Sentinel” to dhgraphics@earthlink.net.

the MG Singlaub and
Colonel De Fontaine coins
pictured in the September
2018 Sentinel? John designed them. You may visit
John at Soar XLII where he
will have a booth and see
the beauty of his work. v
Lonny Holmes
Sentinel Editor
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Gentlemen of Chapter 78,
I start the President’s Column with good
news from one of our recent new SFA
Chapter 78 Members, (MG R.) Jack
Singlaub and his wife Joan. I spoke to
them on the phone the day they received
their copies of the September issue of the
John Stryker Meyer
Sentinel. They called me to say how much
President SFA 78
they enjoyed the front page photo and the
photo of Joan inside and being a part of
Chapter 78. And both of them stated again how much they love
the Singlaub challenge coins that were designed by Chapter
78 member John Joyce with assistance from members Lonny
Holmes, Brad Welker and Doug “The Frenchman” LeTourneau —
who has moved to Texas. The living OSS/SOG legend has been
busy working on a book and a documentary/film about one or
two of his WW II missions as an OSS agent. No grass is growing
under his feet.
In addition, I’d like to thank one more time, our guest speakers
from August: Chapter Gold Star Member Steve Bric for his insights into the impacts of losing brother Bill Bric at FOB 4 August
23, 1968 on his family, and Nick Brokhausen’s fascinating and
humble story telling of running SOG recon missions into Laos
and operating from Det A in Germany during the Cold War. When
we asked Nick about joining Chapter 78 he responded in typical
Brokhausen fashion: “I wouldn’t want to belong to any organization that would allow the likes of me to join it.” We look forward to
seeing Bill and Nick at SOAR.

towards the future and make decisions that we believe will ensure
our continued success as we strive to help the brave men who
serve in the U.S. Army Special Forces and their families. Jen and
Melissa felt that it was in their best interests to leave the foundation, and they do so having successfully helped over 3,500 families.” As soon as we learn any more official word, not Facebook
hyperbole and vitriol, we’ll update the report. Standby to stand by..
The October 13 SFA Chapter 78 meeting is cancelled. The next
meeting will be November 10 — one day before Veterans Day.
Details to follow.v
John Stryker Meyer
President, SFA Chapter 78

New Member of the Cagnolatti Clan

Speaking of SOAR, Steve has worked long hours with SOA members preparing for the special breakfast that will be held during
the reunion to pay homage to the 16 Green Beret killed during the
August 23rd attack at FOB 4 and to the more than 50 survivors
who will be in attendance. A tip of the beret to Steve and the many
SOA members and volunteers, including retired MI MSG Bonnie
Cooper, who has worked tirelessly on that project.
And, now for the bad news: Over the weekend of Sept. 22nd,
we learned that Green Beret Foundation Executive Director Jen
Paquette and Director of Finance Melissa Pucino, resigned from
the foundation. The official foundation press release simply said
it “accepted” their resignations while thanking them for years of
service to the GBF mission.
Why did they resign?: The release said: “As is the case with any
organization like ours, there comes a time when we must look

Terry Cagnolatti, the proud father of four lovely daughters,
shown holding his three-hours-old granddaughter, Savannah.
And, this is granddaughter number five! Congratulations to the
Cagnolatti family.
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THE FORGOTTEN
W A R R I O R S

Updates on the Montagnards
Village Defense Program
By Paul Longgrear
The Sentinel staff outdid themselves with the July
and August editions. I have never met Cliff Newman
or Mike Benge but both are my heroes. They exemplify the “Warrior Creed” never ever give up.
Mike’s recount of the history of the Civilian Irregular
Defense Group (CIDG) stirred up memories.
Col (R) Paul Longgrear Before the project became the Buon Enou Project,
it was the Village Defense Program (VDP).
My connection to the VDP is two fold: I have a copy of the VDP bible
“Village Defense” written by Captain Ronald Shackleton. He gave me
a copy when I met him at Ft. Leavenworth while we were there for an
instructor training course. Also, my first patrolling buddy in Vietnam was
SFC Charlie Lindewald.
Shackleton was the CO of Special Forces Detachment A-113 and
Lindewald was the light weapons specialist on that A-team. They were
the first A detachment sent to Vietnam for the purpose of developing the
Montagnard tribes into a US supported fighting force under the authority
of the Vietnamese government.
One half of SF Team A-113 was sent to Vietnam from the 1st Special Forces Group on Okinawa. That one half A-team consisted of Ron
as CO, MSG (E-8) John Slover as team Sergeant, SFC (E-6) Manfried
Baier, medic, SGT (E-5) commo chief, Lester Walkley, who eventually
retired as a Major, William Belch, SGT (E-5) commo specialist, who
eventually retired as a Captain, John Clark, SGT (E-5) heavy weapons
specialist, Charles Lindewald, SGT (E-5) light weapons specialist, who
was KIA 7-Feb-68, and Alford Warok SP5 (E-5) engineer specialist.
The typical Green Beret that served in that war had no idea how bad
the blood was between the Yards and the Vietnamese. By the time we
arrived over there on later rotations most A-camps were working fairly
well keeping the Lac Loung Dac Biet LLDB (Vietnamese SF A-Team)
safe around the Yards.
The “Buon Enao Project” as Mike pointed out, was one of the early
names for this monumental effort. For A-113 it was pretty much a clas2
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sic Special Forces mission. There were a whole bunch of US
(translate that into CIA and State Department bureaucrats)
and Vietnamese civilians involved, but A-113 was the only
ones moving in and living within the Montagnard village.
Because of the bad blood between the Yards and Viets, the
Green Berets worked for the CIA although the SVN government never understood or agreed to that. When the team
started making progress they learned that a number of the
Yards secretly aided the North Vietnamese military. That
changed with time and trust.
In SFC Lindewald’s opinion, he had been in Vietnam for seven
years when I met him, the Rhade Montagnard were more
intelligent that the Viets. Their biggest problem was how naïve
and trusting they were. Also, militarily they were weak. The
only weapons they had were homemade knives, spears and
cross bows.
The team established a basic training program for the new
recruits. Some completed the course in five weeks and some
took up to eight weeks. Once numbers and experience could
justify it, a cadre training program was set up. According
to Shackleton, “those selected for cadre training must be,
without a doubt, the most proficient and loyal of all the
Montagnards associated with the program”.
Shackleton added, “the project was a divided operation. The
NVA were starting to make headway into the Rhade and the
SVN were very worried. The North Vietnamese communist
initially gained control over the tribesmen through mild techniques of propaganda and psychological activities. They told

the Yards that they were there to liberate them from SVN control
and when they defeated the SVN government the Yards would be
left alone to live their lives as they wanted”.
The team was able to convince the Yards to trust them by keeping the SVN military off their backs. After gaining the Yards trust,
Shackleton and his men began training and arming them. Once the
Yards began to take ownership of the plan, things moved quickly.
They literally became part of the Combined Team (CT) and realized they could have some say in their future. They hungered and
thirsted for the Green Berets military knowledge.
The VDP achieved maximum success when the population saw
their own people in leadership positions. Shackleton said the ideal
is when the A-team works itself out of a job. Once trained and
armed, the Rhade formed their own Strike Force (SF) and moved
out into the jungle to deny the communist an inroad to their families.
By late 1962, there were 214 villages in the Buon Enao complex
that had their own village protection. And by April of 1963, there
was a 900 man, Montagnard led, Strike Force. According to “Vietnam Studies-US Army Special Forces 1961-71”, the Buon Enao
project eventually provided 6,000 Strike Force troops and 19,000
village defenders in the year 1963.
The Yards were changed forever. Unfortunately they were the only
ones changed. The SVN government was still the same racists
they had been before. Throughout Vietnam until the end of the
fighting in 1971, the USSF had to remain in A-camps to protect the
LLDB. The Yards refused to go back to being subservient to the
Vietnamese (communist or otherwise). v

Special Forces Detachment A-113
By Lonny Holmes
With a little research I discovered in the body of Special Forces
historical literature and a biography of CIA Director William
Colby a little insight into Green Beret’s of A-Team 113.
Colonel, then Captain Ron Shackleton in 1962 and his team
were on the cutting edge, in today's parlance, “The Tip of the
Spear” of the Green Berets. He and his team had been trained
for a mission in Laos when their assignment was suddenly
changed to South Vietnam. Colonel Paul Longgrear states in
his story that “they were the first A detachment sent to Vietnam
for the purpose of developing the Montagnard tribes into a US
supported fighting force…”.
Arriving in Saigon in early February 1962 from the 1st Special
Forces Group, (A), in Okinawa, CPT Shackleton and members of A-113 settled into a CIA “safe house” to be briefed on
their forth coming “covert mission.” Completing mission briefing by the CIA on February 14, 1962, the team flew by a CIA
unmarked C-46 plane with a Chinese Nationalist crew to Ban
Me Thout*.
From the early name “Buon Enao Project” the village training
program evolved into the Civilian Irregular Defense Group, the
CIDG, which William Colby is said to have ‘coined.’* The term
CIDG remained the primary term for those Montagnards who
fought and lived with the Green Berets until 5th SFGA rotated
out of Vietnam.

*Lost Crusader: The Secret Wars of CIA Director William
Colby, John Prados, Oxford University Press. 2003.

SUPPORT
THE YARDS
Contribute to The Vietnam Fund

(http://vietnamemifund.org/donate.html#SFlogo)
and

Save The Montagnard People

(http://www.montagnards.org/donations_to_save_the_montagnards).
Do you have a story about the Yards you worked with in Vietnam. Tell
your story – contact Tom Turney (turney@newcap.com) for details.
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“Names and Ashes Ceremony”
Memorial at the Vietnam Wall
Honors Green Beret’s
Killed at FOB 4, Vietnam
on August 23 1968
By Bonnie Cooper
Retired Military Intelligence Analyst
Photos courtesy Dan Thompson
In 1994 Vietnam veteran and former MACVSOG member Dan Thompson returned to
Vietnam and the Marble Mountains. He engaged a monk from one of the Buddhist
Temples in the mountain to conduct a ceremony in honor of the sixteen Special Forces
men who were lost during a sapper attack
Bonnie Cooper
on their camp on August 23, 1968. The
name of each man was etched on paper and as Dan spoke their
names aloud, marked with the ringing of a large bell, the papers
were burned. The ashes from these papers were collected by the
monk who performed the ceremony; some were cast to the wind
from the top of the mountain; the remaining ashes came home with
Dan in a small envelope.

50th anniversary of the attack, he was joined by comrades, friends
and families of some of the sixteen men for a ‘Names and Ashes
Ceremony’ which culminated in leaving a "memory box" with
the envelope of ashes and other remembrances at the Vietnam
Veterans Memorial.
Following the ceremony the President of the Vietnam Memorial
Fund said he would personally pick up the memory box and put
the "Names and Ashes" video stick into the box; seal it and store
it in their archives. Some of those archives are regularly displayed
in the Smithsonian.

For 24 years Dan has kept the memories of those men and the
envelope of ashes close to his heart. But on August 23, 2018, the

Gold Star family members in attendance:
Sharon Lavier — friend of SSG Talmadge Horton Alphin, Jr.
Steve Bric w/wife Sharon — brother of PFC William Henry Bric, III
Gary Bric — brother of PFC William Henry Bric, III
Cathy (Bric) DeCou — sister of PFC William Henry Bric, III
David & Monica Wright — nephew of 1ST LT Paul Douglas Potter
Mary Welch & Ronnie Morton — widow of SFC Donald Walter Welch
Mary Wyland & husband Cleat — sister of SFC Donald Walter Welch

Left to right, MACV-SOG SF recon men, Doug Godshall and Dan
Thompson, and Dan's grandson Cadet Scott Nowlin, a freshman at
Fork Union Military Academy, stand at the wall as Thompson reads
the names of SF men killed in action at FOB 4 8/23/68. Godshall,
a survivor of that attack, rang a brass bell Thompson purchased in
Vietnam made out of shell casings.

Gold Star family members at The Wall

4
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Gold Star family members and survivors of the August 23, 1969 Assault on FOB 4 at the Lincoln Memorial. Front row, left to right, Doug Godshall
and Dan Thompson. Third row on left is Steve Bric, Gold Star brother of PFC William Henry Bric, III and honorary member of SFA C-78.
At far left, Dan Thompson and
Doug Godshall placing “The
Box” at The Wall. The box
was made by Bonnie Cooper.
At immediate left, playing “Taps”
at The Wall for the Gold Star
Family Memorial Service for the
MACV-SOG members KIA at
FOB 4, Vietnam.

ABOUT THE "MEMORY BOX"
Bonnie Cooper made the memory box as a way to hold the envelope of ashes and any other tokens
the families wanted to put into it. Doug Godshall put a piece of marble and some sand from a visit he
made back to Vietnam a few years ago into the box. As you can see from the photos, it had the photos of the men and the story of their loss on the outside of the box. Bonnie knew that Park Services
collected up the items left at The Wall each evening for storage until they build a museum to display
them (in the meantime some are displayed in the Smithsonian). She wanted it to be clear what the
box and its contents represented. She also made the box weather proof just in case it rained on the
day of the ceremony.
To learn more about the August 23, 1968 assault on FOB 4 and for first hand accounts from survivors read the August, 2018 issue of the Sentinel at Chapter 78's website www.specialforces78.com.
October 2018 |
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Welcome to the
SFA Chapter 78 Team House

SFA Chapter 78's Team House is located on the
premises of Chapter Treasurer Richard Simonian's
office building in Orange, California (the entrance is
pictured above).

SFA Chapter 78 Treasurer Richard Simonian. A replica of "America's
Response Monument", unofficially known as the "Horse Soldier
Statue", is in the foreground.

The SFA Chapter 78 Team House has served as a
central meeting place for the Chapter and houses
the Chapter's awards and items presented to the
Chapter in recognition of support provided. It is a
visual display of the Chapter's commitment to the
mission of the Special Forces Association.

In its June 2013 issue, Soldier of Fortune magazine published Chapter member, and frequent Sentinel contributor, Mike Keele's article
describing Richard Simonian's formation of the Veterans Affordable Housing Program (VAHP). At left Richard Simonian and Chapter 78
member Ramon Rodriguez are pictured next to the issue's cover. At right, the "Three Green Berets" referred to in the story's headline are
Simonian, Chapter President John Meyer and Chapter member Jim Duffy.
6
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q

w

e
q Commemoration of the first United States Army
Special Forces Group (Airborne) deployed to
Bad Tölz, Germany, in September 1953. Richard
Simonian was member of this original group of
Green Berets.

w The Team Room
e VAHP has received recognition nationally, locally
and from within the SF community.

r Artwork commemorating "SOG: America's Heroic
Commandos — 1964–1972"

r
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y
t The Sentinel's five consecutive SFA National awards and displays of
appreciation from active SF units for Chapter 78 support.

y Certificate of Appreciation from Sonora High School JROTC. Chapter
78 also actively supports local ROTC programs.

u "Everyday Hero" Richard Simonian was featured in the Orange County
Register on August 12, 2013.

u
8
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Law Enforcement and Special Forces are careers that require discipline and dedication. Physical fitness and the ability to make decisions in rapidly changing environments are fundamental to both. In
tactical situations there are no do-overs or excuses for your actions.
You are required make critical decisions and take the appropriate
measures for both your own safety and that of others. You must
perform your duties effectively according to the tasks at hand.
Both careers maintain strict rules of engagement, often such that
require you to follow them under conditions of extreme danger. A
visit to a contemporary public school will give you a picture of how
lax the rules are. I taught at a community college and found that
students felt they had a right to listen to IPODs and other players during an examination. They said that other instructors allowed

By Brad Welker

Brad Welker

I have had the privilege of being a member
of both the Special Forces brotherhood and
the Law Enforcement community. Both professions are now having extreme difficulty
recruiting qualified volunteers. The pool of
physically qualified potential applicants is at
an all time low due to the poor health and fitness state of most of young Americans.

them to do so, I forbid them because it was an easy way to cheat
on a test. I was also appalled to see how poorly they performed
when asked to write an essay question. The standards for graduation from a high school are vastly lower than that of previous
generations. The ability to communicate and the literacy level of
candidates are crucial in recruitment. Intellectual standards for
both Special Forces soldiers and Law Enforcement are high prior
to beginning training and far too many potential applicants cannot
meet them.

Those that can handle the physical fitness
requirements are further reduced by the lack of motivation that is
all too prevalent. I recently drove by a high school and saw dozens of overweight students on the athletic field during the summer. Many were leisurely walking around the track. I later asked a
teacher friend about it. He told me that you can now satisfy your
physical education requirements during summer school. Rather
than physically attending training every day you can attend a relatively short summer school session.

Training for both careers is structured to provide maximum effi-

Today’s potential recruits are products of a society that has very
seldom ever been held accountable for their actions or required
to put forth a maximum effort. Previous generations were encouraged to excel in athletic endeavors, to strive to be the best they
could be. Contemporary youth athletes are all awarded “participation” awards, regardless if they actually put forth a significant effort
to achieve their best.

to spend time away on deployments generally in under less that

A teacher’s word was law in the past, now students are treated
with arbitration for bad behavior. They seldom hear the word “no”.
Every aspect is negotiable, youths are not held to standards.
Schools are so fearful of litigation that many former standards are
no longer enforced.

ciency by testing the candidates under stressful conditions. Training
is not easy, it requires more than just participation, it requires
commitment and personal dedication to succeed. Qualities that
youngsters are often not familiar with.
Earning the right to wear a Green Beret or a Badge are the initial stages of success. Extensive and intensive further training
are ahead for the candidate. Special Forces soldiers are required
optimal environments. Law Enforcement personnel are required
to work different shifts and work on days that most people are
off. These factors often detract from marriage and family commitments, conditions that are stressful on relationships.
Recruiters for both professions are hard pressed to find initial
applicants. The Ballad of the Green Berets talks about 100 men
taking the test and only 3 winning the Beret. Finding the 100 was
much easier in the past, we can only hope that sufficient volunteers are found to provide the numbers necessary to keep graduation standards high. v

Cops Corner will continue to carry stories related to or about law enforcement. Anyone interested in publishing a story about their experiences is encouraged to contact Chapter 78 Vice President Brad Welker at wbwelker@gmail.com.
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9 SOG Recon men vs
10,000-man NVA division
By John Stryker Meyer
NVA GENERAL TO SOG RECON TEAM:
WE SUFFERED 90 PERCENT CASUALTIES
One of the more amazing stories to emerge
from the eight-year secret war during the
Vietnam War took place on October 5, 1968,
west of the A Shau Valley, one of the deadliest targets run by recon teams based at
John Stryker Meyer
the top secret compound in Phu Bai, FOB
President SFA 78
1, run under the aegis of the Military Assistance Command Vietnam – Studies and Observations Group, or
simply SOG.
Earlier in 1968, the communist North Vietnamese Army (NVA) had
inflicted severe losses on SOG recon teams running missions in
the A Shau Valley and west of it in Laos. That valley was a key
location where enemy troops and supplies were funneled down the
notorious Ho Chi Minh Trail into South Vietnam to take the war into
major cities in the northern sector of South Vietnam, Hue, Phu Bai,
and Da Nang. Earlier in the war, three Green Beret A Camps were
overrun by NVA and Pathet Lao troops. By the fall of 1968, NVA
gunners were bringing in more anti-aircraft weaponry and special, highly-trained sapper units were created to hunt down SOG
recon teams. The communists offered what amounted to a “Kill An
American” medal for any NVA soldier that killed a SOG recon man.
As the weather cleared over the A Shau Valley on Oct. 3, 1968,
the brass assigned recon team ST Alabama to run a target just
southwest of the A Shau Valley. Specialist Fourth Class Lynne M.
Black Jr., a combat-hardened paratrooper who served one year
earlier in the war with the 173rd Airborne Brigade was introduced
to a new team leader. The sergeant was appointed team leader
of ST Alabama only because he had more rank than Black, who
had more experience in fighting the NVA than the sergeant. Black
was introduced to the new One-Zero and they were ordered to fly
a visual reconnaissance (VR) over the target.
VRs were flown as close to the launch date as possible and usually in
a small, single-engine observation aircraft flown by two Vietnamese
pilots. In this case, the VR was flown two days before the target
launch date of October 5, 1968. Black and the new One-Zero (code
name for team leader) flew in the rear seat of the small aircraft. The
primary and secondary landing zones had been selected when the
aircraft was hit by 12.7mm heavy machine gun fire.
Suddenly the cabin was sprayed with blood. A 12.7mm round had
ripped through the floor, struck the co-pilot under the chin, hitting with
such force that his helmet slammed against the ceiling and ricocheted
into Black’s lap — still containing part of the co-pilot’s bloody head.
10
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Lynne M. Black, assistant team leader on RT Idaho, is being
inspected by Lt. Gen. Richard Stilwell at CCN April 1969. To
Black's left is RT Idaho Interpreter, Nguyen Cong Hiep, and to his
right is Nguyen Van Sau, Counterpart Team leader.
The pilot slammed the small aircraft down to treetop level and
returned to South Vietnam. Black, unable to move or open a window, puked into the helmet. That night, there was a fair share of
jokes in camp about Black’s “puke and brain” salad.
Saturday morning, October 5, there was no laughing when the South
Vietnamese-piloted H-34 helicopters (code named Kingbees), flew
west across South Vietnam from Phu Bai, near the China Sea, over
the A Shau Valley into the target area. The weather was clear in
Phu Bai, but cloudy over the AO.
During that flight, Black remembered how the launch commander
had said this mission would be a cakewalk. Staff Sgt. Robert J.
“Spider” Parks and Staff Sgt. Patrick “Mandolin” Watkins, however,
knew that it was a tough target where the NVA had previously run
out FOB 1 teams. Additionally, there were no new landing zones
for the team insertion. For this target, Watkins was the Covey (code
name for Forward Air Controller) rider in the Air Force O-2 Cessna,
piloted by Air Force Captain Hartness.
ST Alabama’s insertion started smoothly, as the first Kingbee landed quickly with the One-Zero, One-One (assistant team leader)
and three Vietnamese team members quickly exiting the aircraft.
As Black’s Kingbee spiraled downward toward the LZ, he observed
an NVA flag planted atop a nearby knoll. From his days in the
173rd Airborne Brigade, Black knew that the presence of an NVA
flag meant that there was at least a regiment of NVA soldiers in the
area. The knoll was surrounded by jungle. On the west side there
was a 1,000-foot drop to the valley floor below.
The numbers didn’t compute for Black – approximately 3,000 NVA
against nine ST Alabama men?
Several AK-47s opened fire before the Kingbee’s wheels touched
down. Nonetheless, Black and the remaining three Vietnamese ST
Alabama team members exited the H-34. As the Kingbee lifted
off, the NVA gunfire increased significantly and moments later, the
laboring Sikorsky H-34 crashed.

Although this was Black’s first SOG mission into Laos, code
named, Prairie Fire, he knew the odds were stacked against ST
Alabama. He and the South Vietnamese point man on the team,
Cowboy argued vigorously for an immediate extraction. The team
had been compromised. The element of surprise was gone. The
other American, who had not gone through the Special Forces
qualification courses at Ft. Bragg, remained silent.
“No!” said the new One-Zero. “I’m an American. No slant-eyed SOB
is going to run me off!” Watkins offered the One-Zero a chance to
extract. The offer was declined. The team was to continue.
The team leader then committed a major faux pas: he ordered the
point man to walk down a well-traveled trail away from the LZ into
the jungle. Black, Cowboy and the point man, Hoa, argued against
heading down the trail. The first rule of SOF recon was to never
use trails, especially well-traveled ones.
WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
The One-Zero pulled rank and ordered the team to move down the
trail, with Hoa leading the way and the elder Green Beret following
a short distance behind him. The trail wound into the jungle, and
curved to the left. ST Alabama moved cautiously. As the team went
down the trail, it moved parallel to a small rise on its right that was
about 10 to 20 feet above the team. On it, an NVA colonel had
quickly assembled a force of 50 NVA soldiers, who set up a classic
L-shaped ambush.
The quiet of the early morning jungle was shattered when the NVA
troops opened fire with their AK-47s and SKS rifles.
The AK rounds ripped into the point man’s chest and face. The
fatal impact of those rounds lifted the canteen covers around his
waist, appearing to keep his body suspended in air. What had
been a human body milliseconds earlier was being chewed into an
amorphous form that hit the ground with a sickening thud. Arterial
blood spurted high into the air.

Alabama’s tragic turn of events. Black and Tho scavenged weapons and ammo from the dead ST Alabama team members.
Fortunately, Covey was still airborne. Black reported that he had
two KIAs and two WIAs and was surrounded by NVA troops.
Covey responded, “You’re not a doctor, nor for that fact, a medic.
You can’t determine who’s dead or alive! Bring out all bodies for
verification of death.”
Their argument was drowned out when more than 100 NVA regulars opened fire on ST Alabama, as enemy troops had reinforced
the initial ambush unit. By now, the NVA were two rows deep: the
front row fired AK-47s, the second row threw grenades or fired
B-40 RPGs (rocket-propelled grenades).
Another Vietnamese ST Alabama team member was wounded.
The team had to get out of the hole or die in it.
The bold NVA told the ST Alabama members to “Chieu hoi,” or “surrender,” speaking first in French, English and finally, Vietnamese.
ST Alabama’s weapons drowned out further Chieu Hoi requests.
The One-One continued to pray. Black couldn’t believe it.
“This is no time to pray…do unto others before they do unto you!”
he yelled. Whether or not the NVA soldiers were praying, they continued to move around ST Alabama, some climbing into the trees.
Cowboy and Black crawled 15 feet toward them, close enough so
that Cowboy heard the NVA commander tell his troops to prepare
to charge ST Alabama’s position. The commander also told his
troops on the long side of the “L” ambush not to fire. Black quickly
rigged a claymore mine in the direction of the pending charge.
The fearless NVA mounted a charge toward ST Alabama with
AK-47s on full automatic. Black detonated the claymore mine. It
blew a huge hole in the NVA ranks.

Three rounds slammed into the One-Zero’s head, blowing off the
right side of his face, killing him instantly. The One-One, a gutless
son of a general, buried his face in the dirt and started praying.

Before the smoke cleared, ST Alabama ran through the human
carnage, firing CAR-15s on full automatic and throwing M-26 frag
grenades while dragging their three, wounded team members.
Miraculously, ST Alabama made it through the NVA wave of attackers and moved back toward the LZ, leaving their dead behind.

Black and the remaining ST Alabama team members returned fire.
The Green Beret stood there, firing on single shot, picking off NVA
soldiers on top of the rise. He reloaded his CAR-15 and went down
the line, shooting them one after another. Sometimes they spun
and he shot them a second or third time.

Covey had bad news for Black: the Kingbees had to return to Phu
Bai to refuel. No extraction was possible for at least two to three
hours. Meanwhile, the relentless and bloodied NVA ran after the
spike team. Black planted a claymore mine with a five-second
time-delay fuse. It wreaked havoc on the hard-charging NVA.

As the NVA continued to fire on the team, Black and Cowboy
formed the team into a circle and directed a barrage of M-79 grenade rounds and CAR-15 fire into the surrounding jungle.

As the smoke cleared and the body parts settled back to earth, ST
Alabama split in half and again charged through the battered and
torn ranks of the NVA warriors, killing any standing enemy. They
counted at least 50 NVA dead.

Then startlingly, eerie silence. Black thought he was in his grave.
ST Alabama was in a low spot with the ground rising 10 to 20 feet
on both the left and right.
Both the NVA and ST Alabama tended to their wounded while the
living combatants slammed loaded magazines into their hot weapons. There was moaning and groaning, human suffering on both
sides. Black got on the PRC-25 FM radio to tell Covey about ST

Again, eerie silence engulfed the team and ST Alabama regrouped.
Just as suddenly, a new wave of NVA soldiers rushed the beleaguered team. ST Alabama had been pushed near the cliff. It was
a thousand feet to the ground if they went over the edge. Now on
line, ST Alabama charged through the weakest NVA flank, killing
several more enemy soldiers.
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As he moved out, something hit Black on the side of his head,
knocking him to his knees. He was scrambling to get up when
the grenade went off. The last thing he remembered was being
slammed into a tree, face first, and his CAR-15 carrying handle
digging into his chest.
He thought he was drowning, but then he felt feet kicking him and
hands slapping him all over. It was the team. They were beating
Black back into consciousness and pouring water on his face. He
tried to get up, but his legs didn’t work. From the knees down, there
were no fatigue pants, just surface bleeding. One of the guys started
smearing gelatinized rice on the injured One-Two’s (code name for
radio operator) legs, arms and chest. Black’s web gear and what
was left of his fatigue jacket were lying shredded, bloody on the
ground. The CAR-15 was bent where the barrel meets the receiver
and the bolt couldn’t be pulled back. One of the team buried it.
By 0900 hours, word of ST Alabama’s precarious position had
spread through FOB 1 like wildfire. Requests were made for extra
assets. It was now an official Prairie Fire Emergency. All aircraft
were pulled from their missions and sorties to support ST Alabama.
Any gunships attached to SOG were summoned to their aid.
The first gunships to arrive were the Marine Hueys known as
Scarface, from HML-367 based in Phu Bai and Da Nang in 1968.
With them was a CH-46 with a ladder attached for jungle extractions.
When the twin-rotor helicopter entered the AO, it was hammered
by heavy enemy ground fire, as were the Marine gunships. Green
tracers were seen going toward the CH-46. The ground fire became
too intense and the Marine chopper had to withdraw and make an
emergency landing at Camp Eagle in the 101st Airborne Division
Compound. Despite the hits, Scarface gunships made several passes, expending all ordnance, before returning to base to reload.
Kingbee officers regrouped and prepared to fly back to Laos to
extract what was left of ST Alabama. S-3 asked for volunteers
for a Bright Light mission and every recon man in FOB 1 volunteered. ST Idaho was scheduled to insert into the Prairie Fire AO
the next day, October 6. Because the team was ready to go, there
was some initial discussion about Idaho being the Bright Light
team. As the day dragged on, however, and the perilous nature
of ST Alabama’s situation worsened, the Bright Light option faded
because the original LZ was now too deadly for any helicopter to
attempt an extraction.
When Watkins returned to FOB 1 for the Cessna to refuel, he told
the others that it didn’t look good. He wasn’t sure if they’d be able
to get them out. He explained the low, sunken area in the LZ, the
spotty weather and how smoke from expended ordnance hung
over the LZ, making it more difficult to spot the team and to deliver
air strikes accurately.
TEAM RESUPPLY READIED
A resupply of ammo, grenades, claymore mines, M-79 rounds,
water, bandages and morphine was placed on a Kingbee and
launched toward ST Alabama.
12
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Black with his CAR-15 and attached XM-148.
In Laos, Cowboy worked on Black’s legs. He told Black the last
wave of NVA had continued onto the LZ. Cowboy and Black heard
more U.S. Marine Huey gunships arrive overhead and witnessed
the NVA on the LZ open fire, hammering the lead aircraft.
Again the One-One panicked, cried and shouted skyward. The
Vietnamese team members, speaking through Cowboy, told Black that
they were going to kill the One-One if he didn’t shut up. Black agreed.
“I’ll pull the trigger on him, myself.”
“God forgive you!” the One-One responded tearfully.
“You and your God have no place here!” Black retorted. Cowboy
grabbed a startled Black by the throat and lifted a Catholic crucifix
from his neck and shoved it to his lips.
“It’s the gods who have allowed us to get this far, Round Eyes!” he
whispered tersely through clinched teeth.
The sound of approaching Kingbees ended the religious debate
as the realities of surviving an A Shau hell became center focus.
The able-bodied picked up the wounded and moved toward the
LZ. Spider, the Covey rider at this time, told Black that the first
Kingbee was enroute to the LZ, but they planned to work the area
surrounding ST Alabama with tactical air support first. In this case,
a F-4 Phantom jet pilot told Black to “key your handset for 10
seconds. Put your heads in the dirt, over.”
Black acknowledged his radio transmission and told his teammates to put their heads down. As he looked into the sun, he
observed the slowest moving full-flapped Phantom he had ever
seen. The glide path ratio was critical. Seconds later he saw the
tree line across the LZ explode into sheets of white, yellow and
orange flames, setting the jungle on fire with napalm. The ship
banked sharply, appearing to stand its wing tip on the ground. The
pilot cranked on the burners, dropped down into the valley below
and then began a vertical climb.
NVA small arms opened up on all sides of the valley. The F-4 took
numerous hits on its armor-plated underbelly. Among those shooting at the fast mover were several NVA troops about 20 feet from

ST Alabama’s perimeter. As the napalm torched the jungle, dozens
of NVA soldiers scurried into the open field to escape the instant
inferno that had engulfed their comrades.
As a second jet rolled in for a gun run, the NVA initiated what they
called “getting close to the belt.” In this case, the NVA soldiers
moved toward or outright charged ST Alabama to get as close to
the team members as possible to avoid being hammered or burnt
by Air Force, Marine or Army air ordnance.
Firing on single shot, ST Alabama picked off each of them as
they came out of the burning jungle. The Phantoms returned with
two cannon and minigun runs along the team’s perimeter. Before
the dust settled, the Vietnamese team leader, Tho, and Cowboy
crawled out and recovered several AK-47s and precious ammunition from the dead enemy soldiers, as their CAR-15 ammo was
dwindling to a few precious rounds.
Two of the 9-cylinder Kingbees came chugging up the valley
toward ST Alabama. Black popped a green smoke marker. The
NVA popped an identical smoke marker, confusing the pilots with
devastating results.
DEADLY CONFUSION ON THE LZ
The first Kingbee followed the NVA’s smoke marker, and took a
direct hit from a rocket, which toppled it on its side, smashing each
rotor blade into the ground. The approaching ST Alabama team
members narrowly missed getting hit with shrapnel from the crash.
Black, Cowboy and another team member charged the rocket position, killing three NVA before a hail of NVA fire drove them back to
the team perimeter. The second H-34 hit an outcropping of rock on
the western side of the knoll after taking heavy enemy gunfire. It
exploded and fell 1,000 feet to the valley floor below, taking with it
ST Alabama’s resupply.

“Blackjack, Covey. What you’re up against is the regiment you
were sent to find, over.”
“Is that all, only 3,000 of the bastards? Well, I think we made a dent
in ‘em. Who’s winning?”
“They are,” Covey responded. As Black finished his commo, he
saw a sight he would never forget. The NVA formed a front line
of NVA troops who were firing their AK-47s. Behind them were
several NVA soldiers swinging thongs made of leather and cloth,
which held three to five hand grenades each, and with a jerk of
their collective wrists, the NVA hurlers launched more than two
dozen communist-manufactured grenades at ST Alabama.
The sky was full of grenades. Fortunately, they weren’t U.S. grenades. They hit the ground and threw dirt, smoke and dust all over
the place. ST Alabama looked up just as the AKs started again, and
behind them, the thongs whirling overhead like helicopter blades.
When the AKs stopped, the grenades were released. ST Alabama
fired. More grenades were released; Alabama threw some back.
ST Alabama was caught in a deadly version of the kid game
“Pop Goes the Weasel.” The AK-47s continued to roar. Alabama
ducked. The grenades were launched. Alabama rocked. Catch,
throw, duck, rock. Catch, throw, duck, rock!
The NVA advanced. Grenade shrapnel severed the antenna on
the PRC-25 portable radio Black carried. He quickly rigged an
impromptu antenna from wire. The relentless NVA continued to
advance, inch by bloody inch.
Cowboy took two Vietnamese team members over the cadaverwalled perimeter, seeking to get another line of fire to direct at the
advancing NVA. The advance continued, despite firing from Black
and the remaining Vietnamese team members. The NVA were
now merely feet away from the team’s perimeter.

Waves of NVA troops carrying SKSs with fixed bayonets advanced
on ST Alabama. When they were 15 feet away ST Alabama
opened fire. The semi-automatic SKSs were no match for the fully
automatic firepower of the spike team. After the first burst of full
automatic fire, the team went to single shot. It was another turkey
shoot. Without a word, a look or a plan, acting solely on instinct, all
of them, except the One-One, scurried forward and dragged back
dead NVA soldiers, placing the bodies in a circle around them and
stacking them high.

At the last moment, with the NVA a few body lengths away from
the perimeter, two Huey gunships from the Americal Division,
176th Aviation Company, the Minute Men Muskets of 36-C,
arrived. The UH-1B pilots were code-named “The Judge” and
“The Executioner.” They roared into the battle, first with a minigun
blast, followed seconds later with several 2.75 inch rockets placed
in the NVA ranks. Alabama was saved, if only for a little while. The
NVA backed off for a few moments, briefly licking their collective
wounds, although they were far from whipped. New assault lines of
NVA troops formed. Before the NVA opened fire on ST Alabama,
however, the Executioner confronted the NVA head on. With both
door gunners blazing away with their hand-held M-60 machine
guns, he hovered inches off of the ground, between the team and
the front of the NVA, and skipped several 2.75 inch rockets off
the ground into the NVA. Before the bleeding, startled NVA could
respond, the pilot lifted the old UH-1B model gunship over the tree
line and ducked down into the canyon, regaining enough air speed
to return for another pass at the ST Alabama perimeter.

The deadly skirmishing continued for several hours before Covey
told Black that more gunships and five Jolly Green Giants, the
heavily armored Sikorsky HH-3Es, were en route.

PART 2: THE BATTLE CONTINUES.
Before ST Alabama could celebrate, the NVA charged again.
Three more dead NVA were added to the cadaver wall.

Covey barked, “Nice going, Blackjack!”
“Fuck you, Covey,” he replied. Cowboy told the One-One to pray for
everyone except Black because he was on the “devil’s side.” Black
broke into laughter as he assessed ST Alabama’s predicament:
ammo was desperately low; the blood trails looked like slug slime,
the F-4 Phantoms had expended their ordnance and Covey was
belligerent. His nerves were shot. Training and man’s basic survival
instinct had completely taken over. Then the NVA bugles sounded.
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Silence dominated the battlefield. No bird chirps, no speaking, no
noise of any type. Even the aircraft over the scene had flown far
enough away that their absence amplified the empty air. The OneOne, who hadn’t fired a single shot, continued to pray.
Black patched up a bleeding Cowboy. He gave some him morphine before bandaging a wound on his right side from an AK-47
bullet wound.
“Where’s John Wayne when you need him?” Cowboy asked. The
others laughed.
“Chieu Hoi, du maa (Give up, motherfuckers)!” an enemy soldier
yelled. Another NVA told Black to “Chieu Hoi” in English. Black
flipped him the bird as a sniper shot Alabama’s tail gunner, Cuong,
in the crotch, hitting an artery.
As Tho applied direct pressure to Cuong’s wound, an A-1H
Skyraider lumbered into the AO. Flown by a pilot code-named
“Snoopy,” he roared in from Black’s left, brushing the treetops, full
flaps, working his throttle. The aircraft was so close to the team that
Black could hear the distinctive, metallic click-click of the napalm
canisters being released from the old Korean War era plane. The
Skyraider appeared to be falling, but actually it slipped down into
the valley to escape NVA gunfire, as the Americal UH-1B Muskets’
gunships and fast movers had maneuvered earlier in the day.
His wingman appeared and as he flew over the team they could hear
the nuts and bolts and God knows what creaking and groaning as
he salvoed the rockets. The NVA were pissed. Again, the hot shell
casings from the airborne warships rained down on ST Alabama.
Then three small mortars opened fire. Black knew there was no
way in hell any of the team could catch mortars and throw them
back. He and the Vietnamese team leader, Tho, rolled over the
cadaver wall toward the mortars, cautiously picking their way
through the charred NVA bodies and carnage from the previous
airborne assaults. They moved into the jungle, within 20 feet of the
first mortar tube. Tho drew a plan in the ground. He would hit tube
one, Black would hit tube three and they’d combine on tube two.

pounds loaded, had two General Electric T58-GE-5 turboshaft 1,500hp engines, extra armament and firepower, and they were manned
by remarkable Air Force pilots and crews.
The first heavily armored Jolly Green Giant HH-3E, codenamed JG 28, started its descent to the LZ from 4,000 feet. As it
approached, the JG 28 crew was looking for an orange panel on
the southeast side of the LZ. However, as the aircraft was about
to touch down, crewmembers noticed a second panel. The NVA
had an identical panel. The momentary pause was nearly fatal for
JG 28, as the NVA opened fire on it from several sides. The heavy
gunfire severed the main fuel line, causing a massive fuel leak
inside the HH-3E.
JG 28 had to withdraw from the LZ. In a matter of seconds, there
were two to three inches of aviation fuel on the aircraft’s cabin
floor. The fumes temporarily blinded the crewmembers. The pilot
was able to stabilize the rugged HH-3E and returned to Da Nang,
escorted by SPAD 11.
As JG 10 hovered a safe distance away from the LZ, Watkins
directed a few more air strikes around ST Alabama, with the hope
that the communist soldiers would put their heads down long
enough to get the team out.
After a few air strikes, JG 10, piloted by Air Force Major Vernon R.
“Sam” Granier, was called to attempt the extraction. For Granier,
this was his first assignment in the Prairie Fire AO as a Jolly Green
Giant pilot.
When the call from Covey came, Granier knew that there were two
U.S. Green Berets on the ground with their Vietnamese team members and that the majority of the team was wounded. He didn’t hesitate. Granier piloted the Jolly Green Giant toward the LZ. Unlike JG

After the mortarmen launched three salvos, Tho opened fire on his
target while Black attacked his targeted tube and several nearby
NVA soldiers.
The survivors chased Black. In the confusion, the NVA opened fire
on each other as Black headed toward tube one – with NVA soldiers
still chasing him – where Tho was pinned down. Black threw a hand
grenade and killed at least three NVA with a blast of gunfire to free
Tho. They turned on the NVA chasing Black and dealt with them.
Then he and Tho wiped out the NVA at the second tube before they
quickly returned to the team, all the while picking up ammo and
loaded AK-47 magazines from dead or wounded NVA soldiers.
By now, Watkins had returned to flying Covey rider above ST Alabama.
Spider had called the U.S. Air Force’s 37th Air Rescue and Recovery
Group in Da Nang to attempt a rescue of ST Alabama. During the
Vietnam War, when pilots were shot down in North Vietnam or Laos,
and all else failed, the Jolly Green Giants of the 37th Air Rescue and
Recovery Group were called. The Sikorsky HH-3E weighed 22,050
14
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Lynne M. Black Jr., looks at veteran SOG One-Zero Tim Schaff
while sitting in an H-34 Kingbee enroute to an Eldest Son mission.
It was called back to base. Two days later, on November 30, 1968,
an H-34 flying west into Laos on an identical mission was shot
down — all aboard were KIA.

28, Granier knew which side of the LZ ST Alabama was on. As he
approached the LZ, NVA gunfire again reached a deafening roar,
despite ST Alabama directing firepower at the communist soldiers.

By now all the air assets, Navy, Marine and Air Force, which had
been scheduled to fly sorties into North Vietnam, were diverted to
the Prairie Fire Emergency surrounding ST Alabama.

As Granier began to hover over the LZ, JG 10 was hammered by
enemy gunfire. His crew chief reported that one NVA round had torn
a six-inch hole through the floor. The round apparently slammed
into one of the engines. Both engine-warning lights went on. Both
engines were on fire.

Covey directed numerous air strikes, including more gun and
rocket runs from helicopter gunships. Scarface, the Hueys from
the Marine Light Helicopter Squadron 367, returned to make several runs. After refueling and reloading in Phu Bai, the Minute Men
Muskets returned to wreak havoc on the persistent NVA troops.
They pounded the jungle area between ST Alabama and the Air
Force survivors as part of the daisy chain tactic.

Granier did a 180-degree turn and moved the damaged aircraft
away from the deadly enemy fire, away from the team, struggling to
keep it airborne, calling upon all of the training he had received to
continue flying. Both crewmembers continued firing their machine
guns as Granier battled to keep the ship in the air.
Time ran out for JG 10. After traveling several hundred yards,
Granier warned his crew to brace themselves for a crash landing.
Both crewmembers continued firing their weapons until the burning HH-3E slammed into the jungle.
ST Alabama was stunned. Covey and all of the men flying over the
target area viewed the horror in grim silence.
The men back at FOB 1 monitored the radio transmissions on
their PRC-25s FM radioes as Covey talked to Black. Spike Team
Alabama’s radio signal was too weak to hear any response. The
word spread through camp about the latest horrific turn of events
surrounding ST Alabama. The usual hustle/bustle of a Saturday
at FOB 1 was replaced by quiet, hushed tones as the entire compound feared the worst, but continued to pray for the men of ST
Alabama. Word of a proposed Arc Light mission reinforced the
gravity of ST Alabama’s situation. An Arc Light was a strike by a
B-52 bomber from more than 25,000 feet.
Back in Laos, the stunned members of ST Alabama returned to
their cadaver perimeter once again, nearly out of ammo. One-One
was face down, muttering, “The Lord is my shepherd…” One of the
Vietnamese went about collecting AK-47s and ammo from the dead
NVA as Spider and Watkins directed more air strikes around the team.
Within 10 to 15 minutes after Granier’s burning HH-3E crashed into
the jungle, Covey learned that there were two survivors from the
Jolly Green Giant and asked ST Alabama if they could locate the
remaining crewmembers. Granier had broken his back, but somehow had pulled himself from the burning HH-3E. The other Jolly
Green Giant survivor, Sergeant Earnest Dean Casbeer, had been
thrown clear of the crash. Neither knew the location of the other.
Watkins told Black where the Air Force survivors were and that
they’d run a daisy chain between his position and the men, hopefully
to clear the area enough for the team to get to both of the survivors.
The NVA threw one more curve at ST Alabama. When Black tried
to talk to Covey, he found the primary, secondary and alternate FM
frequencies jammed by the NVA. Frustrated, Black smashed the
PRC-25 and pulled out his URC-10 ultra-high frequency survival
radio. He was told that an Arc Light strike was being planned for
this area as soon as possible.

JOLLY GREEN GIANT HOVERS IN JUNGLE
Around 1800 hours, a Jolly Green pilot, Air Force Major Don Olsen,
called over the radio, “Blackjack, JG 32, over. I’m parked down in
the draw, in the trees from you. You have 20 minutes of fuel before
I leave…the first person we MUST see is an American…Hurry!
We’re taking heavy ground fire.”
Anything that couldn’t be carried was thrown over the side of the
cliff. As quickly as the wounded could move, they headed toward
the Jolly Green Giant. The chopper had literally cut away treetops
and branches to nestle into the thick dark green foliage, thus reducing its profile to enemy gunners. Olsen had to keep the aircraft
stable as there were large trees on all sides of the aircraft. The
trees were large enough that they could severely damage the five
rotor blades and cause the chopper to crash if he hit any of them.
Covey directed more air strikes in a daisy chain fashion in the
portion of the jungle between ST Alabama and the hovering Jolly
Green Giant. Watkins hoped this would drive out or kill the NVA
in the zone. Even that task became more difficult, as smoke from
all of the expended ordnance continued to hang above the trees,
decreasing the visibility for pilots and helicopter gunners.
As they moved toward the hovering HH-3E, ST Alabama entered a
cool ravine before climbing the final hill to the chopper. There they
encountered a village with hooches built on 10-foot stilts, complete
with large pots cooking rice and vegetables. Instead of NVA troops,
Black found an American taking food from one of the pots. He was the
Flight Engineer, Sergeant Earnest Dean Casbeer, one of the two Air
Force survivors from the crashed HH-3E. Soon they found Granier.
The NVA focused heavily on the chopper, easing the pressure
on ST Alabama. As the beleaguered recon team neared the Jolly
Green, Black thought it felt like they were moving closer to the gates
of hell itself. The NVA were pouring small arms fire and RPGs at
the hovering ship while the door gunners and pilots intermittently
fired the mini-gun, M-79s and M-60s, while helicopter gunships
and Skyraiders made gun runs around it.
Time was against them. The weather began to close in. The smoke
from previous air strikes hung over the area for longer and longer
periods of time before clearing enough for the next attack from the air.
On the ground, the men of ST Alabama heard NVA running through
the bushes around them. Fortunately the NVA failed to spot the
spike team or the Air Force crewmen. Desperate, Black had to move
his team onto a trail so it could move to the hovering HH-3E more
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from the soldiers. He backhanded the soldier on his right and
smashed the other soldier in the face with one of the weapons.
He left the stunned soldiers lying there as he sprinted to the chopper, where he found the praying One-One. The rest of the team
was on board, firing any weapon they could get their hands on. As
the jungle penetrator lifted Black and the One-One upward, they
were showered with hot spent casings from the M-60 and other
weapons being fired from inside the aircraft.
The entire team fired out the windows and from the back door as
the overloaded HH-3E began to lift out of the jungle. Major Olsen
told Covey he was at maximum power.
ROCKETS SLAM INTO CHOPPER
As the Jolly Green Giant slowly rose, Black felt the ship making
upward surges from the B-40 rockets slamming into the armorplated underside of the aircraft. It felt like a giant slugging the ship
in the stomach, boosting it upward with each rocket blast. From his
view above the fray, Watkins couldn’t believe the bird kept flying.
Somehow the pilot got the Jolly Green out of there.
Lynne and I at Phu Bai FOB 1 Dec. '68.
quickly. As the team moved up the trail, the tail gunner was shaking
violently and had turned a pasty white. Team members set Cuong
down and proceeded to the aircraft. At the crest of the trail, they saw
the HH-3E taking hits and dealing out its own; its M-60 was red hot.
Black saw someone firing an M-16 out of one of the windows.
As Black moved to the chopper, the intensity of gunfire seemed to
multiply. The air was so full of lead he could see it. Fuel and bits
of metal skin fell from the aircraft as they reached its underside.
The jungle penetrator smashed to the ground next to him and
raised three feet before he put three team members on the first
load. Granier, the Air Force Flight Engineer and a wounded ST
Alabama team member were on the second hoist lift. The wounded
Vietnamese became entangled in jungle vines while he was being
hoisted upwards. The Air Force hoist operator had to stop the hoist,
lower it and give him time to untangle himself. When the hoist moved
up toward the aircraft, the Vietnamese was not sitting in the seat, but
hanging on, with assistance from Air Force Sergeant Casbeer.
Despite the NVA gunfire, Black ran back to the bamboo thicket
where he had left the remainder of the team. Cuong, the dying tail
gunner, pointed his .45 cal. pistol at the advancing NVA and said,
“Toi kiet (I die).” He motioned Black to return to the HH-3E before
shooting himself.

Once clear of the jungle hole, the ship began its ascent out of
the valley and the shadow of death. The door gunner removed his
helmet and placed it on Black’s head. The pilot told him, “We’re on
our way home.” Not quite.
From above, Watkins saw the crippled ship catch fire and try to
make it out of the killing zone. It crossed two ridgelines before
descending into a clearing where it crash-landed. Olsen had gotten them out of the killing zone, but JG 32 had flown its last rescue
mission. Everyone except Black and the One-One were transferred
to another Jolly Green Giant, piloted by a Coast Guard exchange
pilot, Lieutenant Commander Lonnie Mixon. Mixon took over 30
hits picking up ST Alabama and the Air Force survivors.
A Cobra gunship landed and opened the armament compartment doors, which had seatbelts attached to them. Black and the
One-One buckled up and were soon airborne alongside the Jolly
Green Giant, returning to Da Nang. They were flying so fast that
Black had to turn his bloodstained face away in order to breathe.
Within minutes, he was so cold he was shivering uncontrollably.
The Cobra landed at a Marine medevac site, where the Americans
were wrapped in poncho liners and helicoptered to Da Nang.

“Chieu hoi!” one of the soldiers shouted. Black stretched out his
arms and continued walking toward them.

After Watkins knew that Black, the remaining personnel from ST
Alabama, and the Air Force survivors from JG 10 were cleared
from the original target area, they hammered it with everything
they had, including more napalm, bombs and gun runs. Captain
Hartness, the pilot of Watkin’s FAC plane, was so mad that he flew
the 0-2 down into small arms fire range and fired 2.75 inch rockets
into the area where the NVA had knocked down JG 10. He and
Watkins took a hit to the front and the engine died. Hartness somehow got the Skymaster 0-2 up, out of the area and back to Phu Bai.
There was no engine pressure when he landed.

When he was only a few feet away, he said, “Chieu hoi!” The young
NVA soldiers appeared surprised. Before they could react, Black
grabbed the AK-47s by their searing barrels and stripped them

Meanwhile, back at the Da Nang infirmary, everyone was getting
patched up. When Tho saw Black, he raised his right hand in a fist
above his head.

Black was running back to the ship when two NVA stepped onto
the trail and pointed their AK-47s at him.
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“CHIEU HOI, DU MAA!” he yelled. The One-One, who was not
wounded, stood up on a chair.
“Listen up, men! I want to commend each and every one of you for
a job well done. As the team leader of ST Alabama, I want you to
know I personally am going to put each of you in for the Medal of
Honor. You medics take care of my people.” He stepped down and
left the room. The wounded, exhausted members of ST Alabama
looked at Black, aghast.
Black couldn’t believe what he had heard the One-One say, but
because Alabama was his team and since they were in another
unit’s facility, he wouldn’t do anything that would reflect poorly on
the entire team. That night, Black was so mad he knocked the pills
out of the medic’s hand and instead of lying down for treatment, he
went with a Jolly Green medic to his Air Force barracks for a show.
There, the medic applied bandages and compresses to the numerous bleeding abrasions and shrapnel holes in his chest, back,
arms and legs, and to the burns on his hands from the AK-47s.
“SO THAT OTHERS MAY LIVE”
While walking to the club, they passed a line of parked Jolly Greens.
“So That Others May Live” was printed on the side of one HH-3E.
Indeed, two members of the U.S. Air Force’s 3rd Air Rescue and
Recovery Group in Da Nang had paid the ultimate price while
attempting to extract ST Alabama from Laos. That Air Force slogan
had a profound impact on Black, the ST Alabama survivors were
alive thanks to the Jolly Green Giants and the heavy price their
men paid that day. Not far from Black, HH-3E pilot Granier was
being treated for his broken back.
When they entered the club, every man present rose and started
clapping. Everyone crowded in and started shaking hands and
slapping Black on the back. The pain was excruciating, but Black
thought about how a few hours earlier when ST Alabama was
fighting for its life. Now he was in a club with men lined up to buy
him drinks. The pain was bearable.
The clock said 2200 hours. At Phu Bai, a subdued gathering in the
club celebrated ST Alabama’s survival and quietly chalked up the
deaths of several good Vietnamese team members to poor leadership. Little was said about the arrogant, dead One-Zero. Recon
members talked to Watkins and Spider, looking for lessons learned
during that long day. Both of them concurred on at least one point;
Lynne Black was the reason that the team came home. When the
Covey riders had made recommendations, he listened. It hadn’t
been easy, but he didn’t argue; he didn’t challenge. He listened.
Both Spider and Watkins also agreed that without Black’s leadership and heroic effort that day, the prospects of anyone on ST
Alabama surviving that hellhole had been bleak.
Black and the medics drank until dawn of 6 October 1968. They
recounted the story to all who asked and to those who didn’t, but
were within earshot. Black finally lay down on a cot in the medic’s
room. A medic told him about the Jolly Green crewmember Greg
Lawrence that died in the earlier rescue attempts. Black was lying
on his cot.

Back in Phu Bai, Black learned that ST Idaho had been inserted into target E-4 early that morning to search for an American
POW camp, which was a few klicks from ST Alabama’s target. The
secret war in Laos marched on.
•••••••••••••••••••••••
Thirty-one years later, Black cooperated with U.S. Government
teams searching for the remains of SOG members and all pilots
and aircrews who crashed in the Prairie Fire Area of Operation.
He assisted the search team trying to pinpoint where the Special
Forces sergeant’s remains were located.
A few months after the unsuccessful effort, Black received a phone
call from a man who identified himself as an NVA general. He said
he was the colonel who led the first 50 NVA troops into battle from
the long side of the L-shaped ambush, atop the rise, which was on
Black’s right side on 5 October 1968. The NVA general said he had
given the order that triggered the deadly ambush.
“We had an honest discussion about that day,” said Black. “The
general told me that when they heard the Kingbees come in, he
assembled 50 men and set up the ambush along that trail. He
asked me who the American was on the recon team who didn’t
lie down on the ground during the ambush. He told me that the
man standing had the radio on his back. I told him that it was me;
I was the radio operator. Then he said, ‘You shot me three times
that day.’”
Black explained that he remembered shooting single shots into the
NVA soldiers who stood to his right, firing on ST Alabama. “When
he told me that, I remembered that I had shot a few of them more
than once. I remember spinning them around when I shot them.
Apparently, he was one of them.
“Then he told me, ‘The worst thing about having you shoot me was
the fact that I was lying there, watching you kill my men, and there
was nothing I could do about it.’”
Black said he and the NVA general chatted a few more minutes
about the events of that fateful day in the A Shau Valley. Black
mentioned that the NVA had inflicted heavy casualties on ST
Alabama, killing three team members and wounding five of the
remaining six survivors. “The NVA general told me that his unit had
suffered 90 percent casualties that day.”
The general explained to Black the NVA were killed or wounded
either in direct combat with ST Alabama or from the numerous
air strikes that Black and Covey directed around ST Alabama the
entire day and after the Jolly Green Giant lifted clear of the jungle.
Black then told the general that when he observed the NVA flag
flying in the middle of the knoll, he assumed that the intelligence
estimates of an NVA battalion of approximately 3,000 troops was
accurate. The general’s response ensured ST Alabama’s place in
SOG history.
“No,” the general corrected Black, “It was a division. We had about
10,000 soldiers of the Army of North Vietnam there that day.” v
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SFA Chapter 78 September 2018 Meeting

q Chapter President John S. Meyer presenting a Chapter 78 Challenge Coin to speaker and Gold Star Honorary Chapter member Steve Bric.
w Chapter President John S. Meyer presenting a Chapter coin to guest speaker, Nick Brokhausen, MACV-SOG 1-0 of RT Habu and author of
the book We Few: U.S. Special Forces in Vietnam. Nick also spent six years in the SF Berlin Detachment!

e Nick Brokhausen, MACV-SOG 1-0, author, and super spook speaking at Chapter 78’s September meeting.
r & t Len Fein, at far right, conducting an auction to raise funds for the Chapter.
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